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Abstract

The design philosophy and implementation of the BALANCE system is described in

this paper	 The BALANCE system is a 
exible� computer architecture independent and

network independent load balancing system which is designed to support a wide range of

software� including parallel and distributed applications as well as schedulers	 The generic

server and server system call structures are used as bases to enhance 
exibility and to

build complex services	 The BALANCE system is not tied to a particular scheduling

algorithm� rather the users are allowed to build their own schedulers	 To demonstrate the


exibility and power of the BALANCE system� a set of system services and scheduling

algorithms have been implemented and evaluated	 A new delay scheduling algorithm

which postpones the execution of jobs in high load situation is proposed	 It is shown that

this algorithm e�ectively improves system throughput while maintaining good response

times for the console jobs	



� Introduction

The development of powerful computers and high speed networks has motivated much

research in parallel and distributed computing over networks of workstations	 Excessive

jobs from highly loaded computers can be downloaded to lightly loaded computers to

reduce the job completion time	 Parallel applications may also be executed in multiple

computers to reduce the turnaround time	 Moreover� the emergence of very high speed

networks such as ATM further reduces the penalty of remote execution	 It is expected

that parallel and distributed computing will become popular in the future	

On the other hand� the development of parallel and distributed applications is becom�

ing more complicated as new types of networks and computers continue to be introduced

into the market	 To take advantage of the computing power on di�erent computer net�

works� the programmer needs communication libraries for network protocol conversion

and data transmission	 If the computers are of di�erent architectures� the programmer

must compile and keep di�erent versions of executables so that the applications can be

executed on di�erent architectures simultaneously	

The development of promising scheduling algorithms� has provided a sound theoretical

foundation for improving the performance of parallel and distributed computing ��� �	

However� relatively few of the algorithms are implemented such that the run�time behav�

iors of most of these algorithms are not known	 Most non�experimental systems still use

simple heuristics in allocating jobs to computers ��� �� �	

In order to facilitate program development in heterogeneous computing environments�

�In this paper� the term scheduling algorithm also includes allocation algorithm and load balancing
algorithm�
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there is a need for a generic platform which hides the di�erent underlying networks and

operating systems	 The BALANCE system is designed and implemented with these con�

siderations in mind	 The research emphases are on �exibility and heterogeneity	 This

paper focuses mainly on the �rst issue	 Another paper on heterogeneity is under prepara�

tion	 The BALANCE system is designed so that di�erent scheduling algorithms� whether

static or dynamic� can be programmed as system services easily	 The system services can

be added in the form of servers dynamically so that they can be used by all applications	

Hierarchies of servers can be built and servers may be replicated to improve performance

and reliability of the services they o�er	

To demonstrate the ability of the BALANCE system in supporting various scheduling

algorithms� several well known algorithms have been implemented and evaluated	 We

also propose the delay scheduling algorithm which delays the submission of jobs when the

system loading is high	 Experimental results show that the delay scheduling algorithm

e�ectively reduces the completion time for batches of real�time jobs without sacri�cing

the response times of the console jobs	

This paper describes the design and implementation issues of the BALANCE system

focusing on 
exibility and the experimental evaluation of various dynamic scheduling

algorithms	 The rest of the paper is organized as follow� The related work is presented

in section �	 Section � discusses the system model and design	 The functionalities and

performance of the BALANCE system are described in sections � and � respectively	 The

implementation of system services and scheduling algorithms is described in section �	

Experimental evaluation of the dynamic scheduling algorithms is presented in section �	

Finally� section � concludes the paper with some future directions	
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� Related Work

The study of load balancing systems started when local area network �LAN� based sys�

tems became popular	 LANs signi�cantly lowered the interprocessor communication cost

compared to the wide area networks	 In general� only part of the total computing power

in the workstation environment is actually used even during busy periods ��� �	 There�

fore� early predecessors to load balancing systems provided enhanced remote execution

facilities �e	g	� the enhanced rsh command� for dispatching jobs to remote workstations

speci�ed by the user ��	

The �rst generation of automatic load balancing systems typically assign jobs to the

idle workstations or the least loaded workstations	 The representative systems in this

group include the Condor system ��� the Stealth Distributed Scheduler �� and the REM

project ��	 The main objective of the Condor system is to maximize the utilization of the

workstations with minimal interference to the owners of the workstations ��	 It utilizes

the Up�Down algorithm ��� a collection of local schedulers and a global coordinator to

distribute jobs to the workstations fairly	 It also supports process migration �i	e	� pre�

emptive transfer� using the checkpointing technique	 The Stealth Distributed Scheduler

allows remote processes to be executed in the workstations with console users utilizing

only those resources not used by the workstation owners by modifying the operating sys�

tem kernel��	 Thus� response times of the local jobs are not a�ected	 The objective of the

REM project is to provide a simple software facility to enable load sharing and parallel

processing in the workstation environment with a shared �le server ��	 Each workstation

keeps a sorted linked list of workstation load factors� and jobs are executed on the least
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loaded workstations	 Fault tolerance and performance is achieved by executing replicated

processes in the system and accepting the fastest response	 Unfortunately� replicated ex�

ecution degrades the overall system performance for high value of the replication factor	

Apart from just utilizing the idle CPU power in the distributed computing systems�

various load balancing strategies have been adopted in building more advanced systems	

These include the GAMMON strategy ���� the DAWGS ��� and the Spawn system ���	

The GAMMON �Global Allocation from Maximum to Minimum in cONstant time� al�

gorithm is implemented to allocate jobs to the least loaded workstations ���	 It assumes

that the workstations are connected by a broadcast bus and use a shared �le system	 A

fully distributed bidding scheme is used in DAWGS �Distributed Automated Workload

balancinG System�	 Both interactive and batch jobs are supported by its transparent

remote execution facility	 DAWGS also supports checkpointing and job migration by

modifying the operating system kernel	 Another novel decentralized resource allocation

scheme is implemented in the Spawn system ���	 This is an open� market based allo�

cation scheme which utilizes currency �i	e	� credit� as a form of priority	 It is successful

in fair allocation of independent tasks as well as trees of tasks according to the currency

possessed by the applications	

The Utopia system is a load sharing system which emphasizes scalability and hetero�

geneity ��	 It assumes that the computers in the distributed computing systems share a

uniform �le name space� and it uses the technique of clustering to group computers into

small clusters so that a centralized allocation algorithm can be used within each clus�

ter to allocate jobs	 Load information are classi�ed into general resource requirements

�e	g	� CPU and memory� and restrictive resource requirements �e	g	� architecture�	 Only
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qualitative measurements are used �e	g	� high�low CPU usage�	 The jobs are allocated to

workstations whose available resources match the speci�ed requirements	 Both interactive

and batch jobs are supported� and the executables can be used directly without relinking

the object code or rewriting the source code	

All the existing load balancing systems come with their own scheduling policies and it

is impossible to replace these policies by something more suitable for speci�c applications	

In contrast� the BALANCE system allows the user to program and customize his own

scheduling policy	 Moreover� it supports the development of parallel and distributed

applications by providing primitives for location independent interprocess communication	

This makes the BALANCE system an ideal testbed and development environment for

experimenting with di�erent scheduling algorithms as well as for sequential and parallel

applications	

� System Model and Design

��� Design Philosophy

It is clear that it is infeasible to develop a universal scheduling policy that can handle all

system requirements	 On the other hand� a system that provides su�cient facilities for the

users to write their own policies and services is more 
exible� and the scheduling algorithms

can be reused by others more easily	 Therefore� the BALANCE system is designed to be

small but 
exible and extensible	 Although it does not come with any speci�c scheduling

algorithm� it provides supports for the user to build scheduling algorithms to suit his

needs	 A small system can be optimized and debugged much more easily than a large
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system� and each improvement made to the system will bene�t every program that runs

on top of it	

The major design decisions of the BALANCE system are described below�

�	 User�level software� The BALANCE system is implemented outside of the operat�

ing system kernel	 No modi�cation to the operating system kernel is needed	 This

ensures the portability of the BALANCE system on di�erent computing environ�

ments	

�	 Parallel and distributed computing� The BALANCE system is designed to support

the development of parallel and distributed applications as well as sequential appli�

cations	 Consequently� high�level location independent programming interfaces for

interprocess communication are provided	

�	 Scheduling algorithms� As mentioned above� the BALANCE system is not tied to a

particular scheduling algorithm	 It provides a set of facilities for easy implementa�

tion of most scheduling algorithms	

�	 Reusability� All the existing executables can be reused by the BALANCE system

directly	 They can be scheduled without recompiling the source code or relinking

the object code	

��� Generic Server and Server System Call

Scheduling algorithms in a heterogeneous distributed environment usually require system�

wide information such as workstation loadings	 For complex distributed scheduling al�

gorithms in which multiple entities have to exchange system information frequently� it
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is necessary to implement dedicated scheduling servers in the workstations	 In practice�

the connection endpoints of the servers must be maintained by the system administrators

and stored in system tables	 On the other hand� in order to write library functions for

scheduling algorithms that are implemented in the form of scheduling servers� the library

functions must be able to contact the servers e�ciently	 The BALANCE system o�ers an

elegant solution to this problem by providing system models for writing generic servers

and server system calls� in which the server system calls are de�ned as library functions

for services which involve communication with the generic servers	

����� Process Identi�cation

It is necessary to de�ne a unique process naming convention in the BALANCE system

such that the processes can reference one another e�ciently	 In the BALANCE system�

each process is de�ned by a two�tuple �index� id� and a set of attributes	 Index is the

name of the application and id is the structured name of the process in the application

hierarchy	 In general� id has the format w�x � � � y� where w� x and y are natural numbers	

The root process has id � and the children of the process w�x � � � y have id �s of the form

w�x � � � y�z	 The attributes further qualify the process and include the host name� the host

architecture� the connection endpoint� the byte order� and so on	

Figure � shows the process hierarchy of a parallel application SUM which performs

summation on a large set of numbers	 The root process �SUM� �� collects and combines the

summation results from its three children �SUM��	��� �SUM��	�� and �SUM��	��	 However�

id is not restricted to the w�x � � � y format	 For example� there is another process in

the SUM application called �SUM� LOG�	 It is a log server which collects log messages
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Figure �� Process Hierarchy of the SUM Application

from the computing processes	 It may redirect the log outputs to the console or to

a window interface so that the user can inspect the execution status interactively	 This

generic naming convention has a number of advantages in building parallel and distributed

applications	 The most important one is that it is easy to understand and easy to use	

Independent and cooperating processes can be located simply and easily	 Special purpose

processes can be named explicitly �e	g	� the log server� without consuming hierarchy name

space	 This results in a cleaner picture for the whole process name space	

����� System Model

The BALANCE system provides a global database to implement generic servers and

server system calls	 The BALANCE global database can be viewed as a generic name server

which stores the necessary server information	 The servers register their information in the

database so that the clients can obtain the server information by querying the database	

Figure � shows the relationship between the BALANCE global database� the servers

and the clients	 For simplicity� only the �index� id� connection endpoint� tuple is shown

for each entry	 In this example� three servers��S����C��� �S����C�� and �S����C���are
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Figure �� System Model for Generic Server

registered in the BALANCE global database	 The client requests service from one of the

S� servers	 It simply queries the database using the template �S������� and in this case�

gets �S����C�� and �S����C��	 The client can then choose the most suitable server �e	g	� the

least loaded server� and request service through the corresponding connection endpoint	

If any server is shut down �e	g	� due to machine failure or scheduled maintenance�� its

registration can simply be removed from the database or the entry can be marked invalid	

Moreover� the client can request services from multiple servers simultaneously to improve

throughput	 The location independency of this querying process has proved to be valuable

in implementing a wide range of system services �see section ��	

Using the BALANCE global database� it is straightforward to implement complex and

hierarchical server system calls	 The corresponding system model is shown in �gure �	

When the client issues a server system call� the system call routine queries the BALANCE

global database to determine the locations of the system call servers	 The service request
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Figure �� System Model for Server System Call

with its arguments is then sent to the system call server�s� which compute the results	

During the computation� the system call server�s� may consult other servers to obtain

the necessary information	 The result is �nally sent back to the client	

In this way� the schedulers and servers can be programmed easily	 High�level servers

and algorithms can make use of simple servers �e	g	� the local load monitors can serve

many scheduling algorithms which require the loadings of the workstations�	 Moreover�

the system allows the coexistence of replicated servers in multiple workstations	 This can

improve the response time and throughput of the services as well as their reliability	 This

scheme is more 
exible than the hard coded kernel server structure use in most existing

load balancing systems	

Server system calls are invoked frequently	 To minimize the overhead� it is necessary to

optimize the operations of the BALANCE global database	 In particular� the frequently
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referenced entries are cached in a lookup table in each workstation to reduce direct access

to the global database	 The implementation details of this optimization are described in

section �	�	

��� Architecture of the BALANCE System

Figure � shows the architecture of the BALANCE system which consists of the network

convergence layer� the parallel enhancement layer and the system information layer	 The

System Call Interface
The BALANCE

Network Protocols

Network Convergence Layer

Parallel Enhancement Layer

System Information Layer

The BALANCE System

Application Layer

Figure �� Architecture of the BALANCE System

available services are accessed through the BALANCE system call interface	 On top of

the BALANCE system is the application layer which includes all generic servers as well

as user applications	 The functionalities of these layers are described below�

�	 Network convergence layer� A heterogeneous computing system may contain in�

compatible networks �i	e	� networks with di�erent architectures� running di�erent

protocol suites	 Processes in di�erent networks cannot communicate directly un�

less suitable LAN interconnection hardware is available	 In this case� the processes

require explicit conversion routines or interaction with a software gateway for com�

munication across networks	 As a result� the source code is more complex and less
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portable	 To address this problem� the network convergence layer is designed to

provide abstract programming interfaces and software supports so that processes

can communicate without having to deal with the underlying computer networks	

�	 Parallel enhancement layer� This layer provides high�level process abstraction to

support the execution of sequential� parallel and distributed applications in dis�

tributed computing systems	 In particular� it manages all the connections between

the processes and provides e�cient function calls such as remote execution to mini�

mize the overhead in executing parallel and distributed applications	 It also provides

logging facilities to facilitate debugging and tuning	

�	 System information layer� The BALANCE global database which supports generic

servers and server system calls resides in this layer	

�	 Application layer� This layer is outside of the BALANCE system	 All generic servers

and user applications are implemented here	 They are the users of the BALANCE

system� and are treated in the same way by the BALANCE system whether they

are servers or user applications	

� System Functionalities and Implementation Issues

In order to implement the concepts of generic server and system call server e�ciently� it

is necessary to minimize the overhead of the critical operations	 The following sections

discuss the optimization techniques used in the implementation of the BALANCE system	
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��� Process Hierarchy

The BALANCE process hierarchy is shown in �gure �	 A BALANCE process is de�ned

Console

Standard I/O Server (Optional)

Communication Server (Optional)

Log Server (Optional)

Computational Process

(P1,0)

(P2,0.0.0)

(P2,0)

BALANCE Application

BALANCE Process

(P2,0.0)

Figure �� Process Hierarchy of the BALANCE System

as a single computation unit� and a BALANCE application consists of a set of BAL�

ANCE processes which cooperatively perform a speci�c task	 The BALANCE process

consists of a computational process� and optionally a communication server and an I�O

server	 The computational process supports only synchronous communication functions

�e	g	� �P���	���� while the communication server also provides non�blocking send and mes�

sage selection �e	g	� �P���� and �P���	�	��� �see section �	��	 The I�O server redirects the

standard streams �i	e	� the standard input� output and error streams� between the BAL�

ANCE process and a remote console �e	g	� �P���� and �P���	��� �refer to section �	��	 The

I�O server is not needed if the standard streams of the process is already attached to the

console �e	g	� �P�����	 A BALANCE application may be associated with a log server �e	g	�
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�P����� which receives and processes the log messages from the BALANCE processes �see

section �	� for details�	

��� Remote Process Execution

The BALANCE system provides a set of e�cient remote process execution facilities	 The

Console

Child Process

Parent Process

Console

Child Process

Parent Process

Console

Child Process

Parent Process

�a� Sequential Batch �b� Sequential Interactive �c� Parallel�Distributed

Figure �� Remote Process Execution Facilities in the BALANCE system

available remote process startup functions are described as follow�

�	 Sequential Batch� This is the simplest and fastest mode and is shown in �gure ��a�	

No communication server or I�O server is attached to the child process	 The stan�

dard streams of the child process are redirected to the null device �i	e	� �dev�null�	

�	 Sequential Interactive� The standard streams of the remote interactive job must be

redirected to the console	 Terminal and session management may be speci�ed so

that applications such as tcsh and vi can be executed transparently	 As shown in

�gure ��b�� this is implemented by attaching an I�O server to the child process	 The

child I�O server links to the I�O server of the parent process	 Although the standard
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output and error streams of multiple BALANCE processes can be displayed at the

console simultaneously� the standard input stream is only sent to the designated

BALANCE process	

�	 Parallel and Distributed Batch�Interactive� In a parallel or distributed application�

the parent process and the child process need to communicate with each other in a

general way	 To do this� the connection endpoints of the parent and child processes

must be set up and this information exchanged when the child process is created	

The child process may fork its own communication server to support additional

communication functions	 In �gure ��c� for example� the communication servers of

the parent and child processes link up and exchange process information	

Complex process relationship can be established by combining di�erent execution

modes	 Figure � shows an example where two applications P� and P� are running con�

currently	 P� consists of a root process �P���� which has a child �P���	�� and a grandchild

�P���	�	��	 �P���� and �P���	�� process the input from the console while the outputs of

�P����� �P���� and �P���	�� are displayed on the console	 �P����� �P���	�� and �P���	�	��

are communicating and only P� has a log server	

��� The BALANCE Deamon

A BALANCE deamon� which maintains the information of all the processes and hosts in

the BALANCE system� runs on every workstation	 It implements the functions in the

parallel enhancement layer and the system information layer that are ine�cient to be

placed inside the BALANCE processes	 These functions include the BALANCE global
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database� remote process execution facilities� process management facilities and garbage

collection procedures	

The BALANCE system relies heavily on the BALANCE global database to implement

the generic servers and the server system calls	 To minimize the overhead of the global

database operations� a cache table is implemented in each BALANCE deamon using a

hash table and a linked list	 The hash table supports the dictionary operations insert�

delete and search with average time complexity O���	 The linked list sorts the database

entries in accessing order such that the least recently used entry can be deleted from the

cache table in O��� time	 The BALANCE deamon interacts with the global database

management system only if it cannot �nd the required information	

The Unix system provides facilities such as rexec and rsh which perform remote process

execution	 However� these facilities are slow as they have to perform time consuming tasks

such as authentication each time they are invoked	 The BALANCE deamon substantially

reduces the overhead by performing these tasks only once	 By maintaining the status

information� the remote BALANCE deamons only need to execute the remote processes

in subsequent execution requests	 On the other hand� the BALANCE deamons also

record the status of the BALANCE sub�processes generated by the system �e	g	� the

communication servers� the I�O servers and the log servers� which may be inspected by

the user	 The sub�processes are killed when the associated BALANCE processes are

terminated	
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��� Interprocess Communication

The BALANCE network gateway is a network level deamon designed to facilitate commu�

nication between processes running di�erent network protocols	 The gateway maintains

connections and regulates the tra�c 
ows	 Multiple gateways can be executed at each

network intersection to provide fault tolerant capability and to improve network through�

put	

As discussed in section �	�� a BALANCE process may communicate with other pro�

cesses through the computational process or the optional communication server	 The

former case is more e�cient since the computational process directly exchanges messages

with the other processes	 However� the sender and receiver processes must be synchro�

nized for the communication	 This is suitable for client�server or transaction oriented

activities as well as structured parallel applications where the communication pattern is

predictable	 More complex communication functions require the help of the communica�

tion server	 The communication server releases the computational process from having

to wait for incoming messages	 It also bu�ers the messages such that appropriate mes�

sages can be extracted	 In all cases� reliable connections are established using the fastest

communication protocol between the communicating entities	 The active connections are

maintained using a cache table to minimize the overhead in connection management	 The

least recently used connection is released only if the cache table is full	 The communi�

cation server also records the statistics on data transmission and reports them to the

BALANCE deamon	
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��� Miscellaneous Functions

�	 Type Conversion� The BALANCE system adopts the post conversion technique in

performing type conversion on data	 The sender does not pre�process the outgoing

messages	 The receiver compares the type formats of the incoming messages and

performs type conversion only if the type formats are di�erent	 In this way� the

sender is freed from having to do any type conversion� and the receiver performs

type conversion on data only when necessary	

�	 Logging� Generic logging facilities are provided for the BALANCE applications to

record messages	 A log server process with id LOG runs concurrently with the

BALANCE application	 It is able to manage multiple streams of log messages

simultaneously� and a number of options can be speci�ed for each stream	 For

examples� the log messages can be redirected to the standard streams� a �le or even

a window based viewer program	 Time stamp information can be attached to each

log message	 Moreover� the stream can be enabled and disabled at run�time	 This

service is useful for program debugging� verbose reporting and application tuning	

�	 Error Handling� Although the global variable errno is de�ned by ANSI C to record

the most recent system error� additional support must be provided in a heteroge�

neous system since the mapping of the error symbols to the integers is not identical

in di�erent operating systems �e	g	� ENOSYS is de�ned to be �� in Solaris �	� but

�� in SunOS �	�	��	 To handle this problem� the system errors are encoded in BAL�

ANCE error number �i	e	� balerrno�	 In case the error cannot be represented by

balerrno� the entire system error message is recorded and returned directly	
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� System Performance

The BALANCE system has been implemented and evaluated on three operating systems

�viz	� SunOS� Solaris and Linux� and two network protocols �viz	� TCP�IP and ATM�	 In

this section� the performance of the BALANCE system with respect to generic servers

and server system calls is presented	 The following con�gurations were used in the ex�

periments� �� SunOS � SunOS �	�	� on Sun SPARCstation ��� �� Solaris� SunOS �	���

on Sun SPARCstation ��� �� Linux � Linux �	�	� on PC with �� MB memory running the

AMD DX���� CPU� �� TCP�IP� Ethernet running at �� Mbps� and �� ATM� FORE Sys�

tems� ASX���� ATM switch with OC�� modules and the SBA���� ATM SBus Adapters

running at ��� Mbps	 First� the overhead of the BALANCE global database is shown

in table �	 Four operations were evaluated� ���� balsetgdb�� adds an entry in the global

System Call Average Elapsed Time �ms�
SunOS Solaris Linux

balsetgdb�� � balunsetgdb�� �	�� �	�� �	��
balgetgdb�� �	�� �	�� �	��
balgetgdb��� �	�� �	�� �	��

Table �� Performance of the Global Database Operations

database and then balunsetgdb�� removes it� �� balgetgdb�� retrieves a speci�c entry from

the global database� and �� balgetgdb��� retrieves the information of the local BALANCE

deamon using the template �BALD� ��	 Each operation was executed n times to compute

the average elapsed time	 It can be seen from table � that the cache table e�ectively keeps

the database operations within a few milliseconds	

The performance of the remote process startup facilities is shown in table �	 The test
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was carried out using the balspawnvp�� function which spawns a dummy process �i	e	�

�bin�true� at a speci�ed host	 The four execution modes described in section �	� were

Type Average Elapsed Time �ms�
SunOS Solaris Linux

Local �SB� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
Local �SI� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
Local �PDB� ��	�� ���	�� ��	��
Local �PDI� ��	�� ���	�� ��	��
Remote �SB� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
Remote �SI� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
Remote �PDB� ��	�� ���	�� ��	��
Remote �PDI� ��	�� ���	�� ��	��

Table �� Performance of the Remote Process Execution Facilities

tested� namely� �� SB � Sequential Batch� �� SI � Sequential Interactive� �� PDB � Parallel

and Distributed Batch� and �� PDI � Parallel and Distributed Interactive	 Note that for

the interactive cases� the I�O server only redirects the standard streams without perform�

ing terminal and session management	 For the PD modes� the overhead of starting the

communication server was included	 In general� the interactive �parallel and distributed�

modes are more expensive than the batch �sequential� modes	 By comparison� the corre�

sponding elapsed times of the rexec system call for the SB� and SI modes on SunOS are

����	� and ����	� milliseconds respectively	

The con�guration in �gure � was used to evaluate the communication capability of

the BALANCE system	 Three BALANCE deamons were executed on three Solaris work�

stations	 Only the gateway is connected to both the Ethernet and the ATM network	 In

the experiments� the sender process sends messages continuously to the receiver process

�For the SB mode� the standard streams are closed immediately after the rexec system call has
returned�
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Figure �� Network Con�guration of the Experiment

through a raw connection �i	e	� without the communication server�	 The experiments were

carried out at night when the loading of the networks was negligible	 The Ethernet ran

at �� Mbps and each ATM connection was allocated a bandwidth of �� Mbps	 As shown

in table �� the BALANCE processes communicated at ��� of the peak network capacity

even for small message sizes�	 Moreover� the gateway overhead was less than �	�� of a

Con�guration Throughput �Mbps�
�KB �KB ��KB �MB

TCP�TCP �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��
TCP�ATM �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��
ATM�TCP �	�� �	�� �	�� �	��
ATM�ATM ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��

Table �� Communication Capabilities of the BALANCE System

direct TCP�IP connection	

� BALANCE Services

To demonstrate the 
exibility of the BALANCE system� we have implemented a set of

system services which are described below�

�Notice that the network convergence layer is able to sustain communication at ����� Mbps when a
	� Mbps ATM connection is provided�
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��� Heterogeneous Application Development Tools

A multiple architecture �parallel make� facility has been implemented	 This is a subset of

the Unix make facility which builds executables for di�erent architectures simultaneously	

After the make operation� an application is ready to be executed in all the computer

architectures in the BALANCE system	

��� Local and Global Load Servers

Two servers balloadd and balgloadd have been implemented in the BALANCE system	

Balloadd is a dedicated local server that collects workload information on the local com�

puter	 On the other hand� balgloadd is a global server which gathers� sorts and maintains

the loading information provided by the balloadd�s	 By querying balgloadd� the least loaded

computers can be identi�ed	 The notion of �loading information� in balgloadd is speci�ed

by an expression on the basic loading factors such as load average� packet rate and disk

rate	 This expression can be changed dynamically according to the needs of di�erent

scheduling strategies	

��� Scheduling Algorithms

The following scheduling algorithms have been implemented in the form of server system

calls�

�	 Immediate scheduling algorithms� This is a centralized dynamic scheduling algo�

rithm in which the submitted jobs are immediately dispatched to the least loaded

workstation	 The run queue length �i	e	� the number of tasks in the run queue� is

��



chosen as the loading metric since previous study suggested that it is the best single

workload descriptor ���	

�	 Random scheduling algorithms� This is a decentralized dynamic scheduler in which

the jobs are scheduled to run on workstations in the system in random order	

�	 Delay scheduling algorithms� Experimental results showed that the above two algo�

rithms do not perform well when the system loading is high	 When there are too

many jobs running in a workstation� resource contention increases and the response

time of the console job su�ers	 This problem is unacceptable in environments such

as networks of workstations where each workstation has an owner	 Heavy resource

contention may result in thrashing which virtually stops the workstations from doing

useful work	 The delay scheduling algorithm is proposed to tackle these problems	

The basic principle is to stop sending new jobs out when the system loading is higher

than a threshold	 In our experiments� scheduling is suspended when the run queue

lengths in all the workstations exceed �	

�	 Bin�packing algorithm� The �rst �t decreasing bin�packing algorithm ��� has been

implemented	 This algorithm assumes� for every workstation� a common bin value

which represents the maximum execution time	 The job with the largest execution

time is assigned to the workstation with the smallest host id such that the resultant

bin value is not larger than the pre�de�ned bin threshold	 It had been proved that

this heuristic approximates the optimal solution with the bound ��
��
���	

�	 Hui and Chanson	s allocation algorithm� This is a heterogeneous allocation algo�

rithm that assigns task interaction graphs �TIGs� to workstations to minimize the
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job completion time ���	 This algorithm assumes the communication cost is the

same for any pair of processors� which is suitable for bus�based LAN systems such

as Ethernet as well as fully interconnected multiprocessor systems	 The edges of the

TIGs are �rst sorted by pro
t which measures the desirability of merging two nodes�

and the nodes are combined according to this order	 It has been shown that the

average asymptotic error on elapsed time is less than �� compared to the optimal

solution	

� Evaluation of the Dynamic Scheduling Algorithms

Some of the dynamic scheduling algorithms mentioned above were evaluated experimen�

tally on the BALANCE system under di�erent workload situations in a homogeneous

environment �SUN SPARCstation IPX�s connected by Ethernet�	 In particular� the per�

formance of the delay scheduling algorithm was compared with the immediate scheduling

algorithm� the random scheduling algorithm and the scheduling policy of the Utopia sys�

tem ��	 It is shown that the delay scheduling algorithm e�ectively reduces the completion

time of batches of real�time jobs while maintaining reasonable response times for the con�

sole jobs	

��� Experimental Conditions

In each experiment� a set of jobs was created arti�cially using a load generator	 The jobs

are divided into groups each of which is associated with an arrival time	 The group size

and the interarrival time of the group are uniformly distributed as shown in table �	 Each
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Job type� CPU bounded I�O bounded Mixed

Mean interarrival time �	��� �	��� �	���
Range of interarrival time �	��� �	��� �	���
Mean group size �	��� �	��� �	���
Range of group size �	��� �	��� �	���

Table �� Arrival Pattern and Group Pattern

job is a BALANCE process characterized by its resource requirements which is shown in

table �	 The scheduling policies were tested under three di�erent types of workloads�

Workload type Meaning

CPU ��� loops of two 
oating point multiplications and an assignment
I�O Write � MB data to the �le server and read it back
IPC Send out �MB data to a random selected process and receive an

acknowledge
MEMORY Allocate and free ��� KB memory
PHASE Repeat the above � operations N times sequentially

Table �� Resource Parameters

�	 CPU bounded workload � This workload consists of �� individual jobs in which the

mean and the standard deviation of the CPU requirement are ������� units and

������� units respectively	 The values for the I�O� MEMORY� IPC and PHASE

parameters are ��� ��� ��� and �� respectively	 Under this workload� the CPU is

kept busy for around ��� of time	

�	 I�O bounded workload � The �� jobs under this workload are I�O bounded with a

mean of ���� I�O units and a standard deviation of ��� I�O units	 The CPU� MEM�

ORY� IPC and PHASE requirements are ����� ��� ��� and �� units respectively	

The workstations spend ��� of the time in I�O operations	
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�	 Mixed workload � This workload consists of �� jobs in which ��� and ��� of them

are CPU bounded and I�O bounded respectively	 The remaining ��� are either

IPC bounded or MEMORY bounded jobs	

Two performance metrices� batch completion time and job completion time ratio� are

used	 The batch completion time T measures the overall elapsed time of the entire

workload	 This metric is suitable for workloads consisting of a number of related tasks	

The job completion time ratio is de�ned for each job by the formula

J  
Ej � E�

E�

where E� is the shortest possible elapsed time when the job is executed on a single

idle machine� and Ej is the elapsed time when the job is executed during experiments

�i	e	� in competition with other jobs according to a speci�c scheduling algorithm�	 This

metric re
ects the relative e�ect of the scheduling algorithms on the individual jobs	 The

experiments were conducted under a controlled environment of �ve Sun SPARCstation

IPX�s connected by an Ethernet	 Groups of jobs were created by the load generator in

real�time and the schedulers allocate the jobs interactively	 In addition to the immediate�

random and the delay scheduling algorithms� the scheduling policy of the Utopia system

was also evaluated	 In this case� the Utopia system was started on the workstations and

the BALANCE system consulted the Utopia system to obtain the schedules for the jobs	
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��� Experimental Results and Discussions

The speedups on the batch completion times are shown in �gure �	 The speedup is

computed using the formula
Tsingle

T
� where Tsingle is the batch completion time when all

the jobs are executed together on a single workstation	 It can be seen that the delay
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Figure �� Speedup of Batch Completion Time

scheduling algorithm has the best speedup for both the CPU bounded and I�O bounded

workloads	 Although its speedup for the mixed workload is not the best� it is only �	��

below the best one	 On the other hand� the scheduling policy of the Utopia system �see

section �� is not as e�cient compared to the other scheduling algorithms	

When there are too many jobs in the system� the jobs contend for system resources

such as disk and network bandwidth which increases the overall completion time of the

batch	 By putting an upper limit on jobs in each machine� the delay scheduling algo�

rithm e�ectively avoids excessive contention and produces better batch completion time	

Moreover� the delay scheduling algorithm reduces the probability of making bad choices
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of workstations for large jobs by postponing the decision until it is clear a machine with

su�cient resource is available	 The probability of making a wrong decision is higher when

there are both long jobs and short jobs in the system� since the load factors do not convey

information on the completion time of the executing jobs	 As an application completes

only when all its jobs are done� a wrong allocation would a�ect the entire batch comple�

tion time	 This can be explained by the diagrams shown in �gures � and ��� in which

the Gantt charts of the delay schedule and the Utopia schedule are shown	 In �gure ��
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Figure �� Gantt Chart for the Delay Schedule

�Utopia�� the jobs are scheduled immediately once they are submitted to the system	

Since the size of the jobs are not known� it is easy for the Utopia system to schedule

several long jobs to the same workstation �e	g	� machine � and machine ��	 On the other

hand� some workstations may starve from insu�cient jobs �e	g	� machine ��	 However�

in the case of delay scheduling� the jobs are not scheduled until the loadings of some

workstations drop below a threshold	 As a result� in high load situations� new jobs are

scheduled to the workstations where some jobs have just departed	 This keeps the system
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relatively balanced� and the long jobs are more evenly distributed across the workstations

of the system	

Figure �� shows the speedup of the job completion time ratio
Jsingle

J
for the di�erent

scheduling algorithms� where Jsingle is the job completion time ratio when all the jobs

are executed on a single workstation	 In this case� the immediate scheduling algorithm

performs the best for CPU bounded and mixed workloads while the delay scheduling

algorithm is the best algorithm for I�O bounded workload	 Since jobs are delayed before

being submitted for execution� it is expected that with the delay scheduling algorithm�

the average job completion time ratio of individual jobs will not be as good as that using

the immediate scheduling algorithm	 However� the response time of the console job under

the delay scheduling algorithm is the best compared with the other scheduling algorithms

in high load situation	 Since the number of the scheduled jobs in each workstation is

restricted� it is possible to impose a bound on the job response time ratio for the console

job �in this case� this bound is equal to ��	 However� for the other cases the bound does
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not exist	 For example� it can be determined from �gure �� that the maximum run queue

lengths for machines �� � and � in the Utopia schedule were ��� �� and �� respectively	

	 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper� we have described the design and implementation of the BALANCE par�

allel load balancing system	 While BALANCE is designed to be a 
exible system for

heterogeneous networks and workstations� the paper has focused on the 
exibility issues	

In particular� the notions of generic server and server system call are found to be useful

in implementing user�level scheduling algorithms� system software� and parallel and se�

quential applications	 Various optimization techniques have been presented to make the

system e�cient	

To demonstrate the 
exibility and programmability of the BALANCE system� we

have implemented a set of system services� including a number of dynamic scheduling
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algorithms	 A series of experiments were performed to evaluate the behaviors of these

scheduling algorithms	 It was shown that the delay scheduling algorithm� which delays

the execution of jobs when the system loading is high� can improve system throughput

while maintaining the response times of the console jobs	

The BALANCE project is continuing and current e�ort focuses on the heterogeneity

issues�

�	 The delay scheduling algorithm is shown to possess nice properties	 We are testing

other delay criteria and developing a generic version which works on the heteroge�

neous network and workstation environment	

�	 We are implementing higher level parallel programming paradigms such as processor

farm and divide�and�conquer on the BALANCE system to help the user in devel�

oping parallel applications	 The goal is to allow the user to concentrate on the

computational procedures without having to deal with the communication details	

�	 We are working on a set of software and designs which provide a consistent run�

time environment for heterogeneous program development	 For example� we are

implementing the BALANCE shell	 It can be viewed as an extension of the C�shell

which allows the user to use the BALANCE system transparently	
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